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Abstract: The Southern Ocean receives limited liquid surface water input from the Antarctic continent.
It has been speculated, however, that significant liquid water may flow from beneath the Antarctic
Ice Sheet, and that this subglacial flow carries that water along with dissolved nutrients to the coast.
The delivery of solutes, particularly limiting nutrients like bioavailable iron, to the Southern Ocean
may contribute to ecosystem processes including primary productivity. Using a helicopter-borne
time domain electromagnetic survey along the coastal margins of the McMurdo Dry Valleys region
of Southern Victoria Land, Antarctica, we detected subsurface connections between inland lakes,
aquifers, and subglacial waters. These waters, which appear as electrically conductive anomalies,
are saline and may contain high concentrations of biologically important ions, including iron and
silica. Local hydraulic gradients may drive these waters to the coast, where we postulate they emerge
as submarine groundwater discharge. This high latitude groundwater system, imaged regionally
in the McMurdo Dry Valleys, may be representative of a broader system of Antarctic submarine
groundwater discharge that fertilizes the Southern Ocean. In total, it has the potential to deliver tens
of gigagrams of bioavailable Fe and Si to the coastal zone.
Keywords: subglacial; Antarctica time-domain electromagnetics; submarine groundwater
discharge; resistivity

1. Introduction
Submarine Groundwater Discharge (SGD) is broadly defined as the flow of water from the seafloor
to the ocean, regardless of its origin as terrestrial or marine water, or a mixture thereof [1]. It is
increasingly apparent that SGD is a process of significant ecological importance in the world’s oceans,
as a major transport mechanism for both nutrients and contaminants [2,3]. SGD is generated through
three main pathways [1]:
(1)

Terrestrial hydraulic gradients, which drive Darcian flow;
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(2)
(3)
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Oceanic processes, which include wave and tidal pumping, among many others;
Endogenic drivers, which include buoyant instabilities and osmotic pressure.

Of these, only terrestrial hydraulic gradients result in a net flow of groundwater from continents
into the ocean; whereas the others recirculate and mix seawater with meteoric water [4]. Santos and
others [4] also identify processes, such as sediment compaction and bioturbation, that could loosely be
considered ‘endogenic drivers’.
While quantitative estimates of SGD flux now exist for the global ocean between 70N and 60S [5]
observations at high latitudes remain very limited [6]. In the North, for example around the coast
of Alaska, observed SGD is driven primarily by tidal pumping in areas with large tidal ranges and
permafrost melting elsewhere where tidal effects are limited [7]. Models have been used to simulate the
effects of SGD on submarine permafrost and gas hydrates in the Beaufort Sea [8] and evidence exists
for ice sheet derived SGD around Greenland during the Pleistocene [9]. By contrast, in the Antarctic,
there has been only one direct measurement of true SGD, at Lutzow-Holm Bay in East Antarctica,
where abnormally high seepage velocities (10−8 –10−6 m/s) were observed at a range of ocean depths,
many exceeding 100 m [10]. This flow is apparently independent of tidal pumping and instead appears
to be driven by a high surface gradient in the nearby glacier [10].
Given the longer-term water–rock interactions experienced by groundwaters in high latitude
regions, Antarctic SGD has the potential to transport a high load of solutes. For example, SGD at
certain sites in Alaska, has been shown to transport more nitrate and silicate than rivers [7] and has
also been shown to transport permafrost derived methane to the ocean [11]. As primary production in
most of the world’s oceans is nitrate and phosphate-limited [12], nutrient contributions from SGD can
be important ecological drivers on a global scale. Indeed, SGD of natural and fertilizer-derived nitrate
and phosphate adds to the large flux supplied by rivers [13].
The Southern Ocean is rich in nitrate and other nutrients, and is the most ‘high nutrient,
low chlorophyll’ (HNLC) region on Earth [14,15]. However, iron is notably depleted which limits
photosynthetic ocean productivity [16]. The low iron is in part due to the thick ice sheet limiting inputs
of near-shore terrestrially derived iron as well as a relatively low input rate through atmospheric dust
and rivers, which are the primary sources of bioavailable iron to the ocean at lower latitudes [17,18].
Instead, the melting of sea ice and marine terminating glaciers may be at least a locally important
source of soluble (and bioavailable) iron in the Southern Ocean [18,19]. Icebergs may help transport
bioavailable iron away from the coast to the open ocean [20]. Wadham and others [21] speculated that
runoff from beneath the Antarctic Ice Sheet is capable of exporting a substantial dissolved nutrient
load, including reduced iron at fluxes potentially comparable to aeolian deposition and transport by
ice rafted debris. Few subglacial waters in Antarctica have been directly sampled, however, leading to
great uncertainty in how dissolved iron in subglacial runoff fits within the Southern Ocean iron budget.
The measurements that have been made suggest a wide range of solute concentrations and oxidation
states. For example, Lake Vostok is inferred to be low in solute concentration [22] and primarily
oxidized [23], as is Subglacial Lake Whillans [24]; conditions which do not favor high dissolved iron
content. In contrast, subglacially derived water sampled at Blood Falls in Taylor Valley was reduced
and highly concentrated in dissolved ions, including iron [25,26] and silica [26–28]. In these settings,
small fluxes of groundwater discharge containing the concentration of solutes observed in Blood
Falls, for example, could provide a significant pulse to coastal ecosystems [28]. In the absence of an
understanding of submarine groundwater discharge, the Southern Ocean budget of nutrients remains
primarily unresolved. For example, current Southern Ocean Si budget calculations do not include the
potential for subglacial discharge [29]. The influx of this nutrient, like iron, could also be significant.
The concentration of silica in Blood Falls was measured to be 484 µM Si; [26], which is comparable to
the concentration in the longest river in Antarctica, the Onyx River [30].
Fast flowing ice, as found in Antarctic ice streams and outlet glaciers, is of particular interest
to glaciologists, who, being interested in contribution of fast flow features to rapid sea level rise,
preferentially drill and sample such dynamic ice sheet settings, e.g., Reference [31]. Fast glacier flow,
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however, can generate high basal melt rates through shear heating [32]. Thus, our understanding
of subglacial hydrology and aqueous geochemistry, when based mostly on borehole samples and
observations, may be biased toward wetter, more dilute, and higher meltwater flux conditions. In this
paper, we argue that high salinity SGD may originate from underneath glaciers and thawed permafrost
zones along the coastal zone of Southern Victoria Land, Antarctica. Here, as in other parts of coastal
Antarctica, the ice sheet margin is thin and more prone to experience little or no basal melting,
or even basal freezing [33]. Basal freezing may concentrate soluble ions in the remaining waters
(‘cryoconcentration’), resulting in a subglacial hydrology that is starkly different than the ‘classic’ ice
stream subglacial hydrology; here water generation and flux rates are small but solute concentrations
are high. Slowly recharged hydrogeologic systems, such as would be expected in these coastal margins,
would tend to have longer water residence times and, hence, may experience significant uptake of
solutes due to extended water-rock interactions. This process, in addition to cryoconcentration, may
be responsible for the high solute concentration observed in the brines in our study region [25,26].
We postulate here that hypersaline brines, detectable as subsurface electromagnetically conductive
regions, flow to the ocean floor adjacent the McMurdo Dry Valleys (MDV) region of East Antarctica
and deliver these acquired solutes. We estimate potential water and nutrient fluxes from these systems,
particularly fluxes of iron and silica, to the coastal ecosystem.
2. Setting and Methods
The MDV represent the largest ice-free region of Antarctica [34]. The region contains several
major, relatively ice-free valleys that open to the ocean (Figure 1). Despite perennial cold, hyper-arid
conditions [35] liquid water exists at the surface in ice-covered lakes, seasonal streams and shallow
groundwater systems [36]. The largest valleys are former fjords that were inundated by the sea
during the Neogene [37]. Much of the liquid in the MDV lake basins exists as brine. There is also
evidence of subsurface liquid. Blood Falls is a subglacial outflow of hypersaline brine at the terminus
of Taylor Glacier in Taylor Valley [38]. Multiple lines of evidence show this brine to be subglacially
sourced [28,39]. Geochemistry of brine collected at Blood Falls suggests cryoconentrated seawater
with modification from rock-water interaction and evaporation [25,26,38,40]. The brine from Blood
Falls also hosts a metabolically active [25] and diverse microbial community that is distinct from the
surrounding glacier ice [41]. Together with the extended rock-water interactions, the metabolic activity
of microorganisms can facilitate mineral weathering in the subsurface, leading to high solute loads in
some groundwaters. Blood Falls brine is hypersaline and rich in reduced iron (97% of iron species
exist as Fe(II)) [25]. Recent geophysical surveys have provided evidence that Blood Falls is the surface
expression of a deeper, regional salty aquifer [28,39,42]. Currently, Blood Falls is the only known
surface discharge of Antarctic subglacial waters and therefore provides insight into the chemistry and
biology of other potential subsurface brines observed in the MDV [28].
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SkyTEM312 system is an airborne transient-electromagnetic (TEM) sensor and consists of a rigid

frame approximately 20 by 30 m in dimension on which the various system components are mounted.
The entire system is suspended and flown beneath a helicopter allowing efficient data collection over
extensive regions. It employs a dual moment transmitter with an area of 342 m2. For the low-moment,
the transmitter coil has 2 turns, a peak current of ~6 amps (A), and a repetition frequency of 210 hertz
(Hz). For the high-moment, the transmitter coil has 12 turns, a peak current of ~110 A, and a repetition
frequency of 30 Hz. The use of a dual moment transmitter balances high-resolution in the shallow
subsurface with large depth penetration [45], where the subsurface can be imaged to depths up to
~600–700 m in certain conditions, such as when a conductive aquifer underlies resistive materials like
frozen ground or glaciers. The AEM system flown in 2018 has significant improvements over the 2011
system including larger transmit moments and a receiver with improved sensitivity. Together these
advances translate to an improved depth penetration/resolution, as well as an aerodynamic frame
capable of achieving greater flying speeds of ~80–110 km/h. The collected low and high-moment data
presented here included time gates from 26 μs to 1.39 ms and 392 μs to 10.7 ms, respectively.
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An airborne electromagnetic (AEM) survey was flown in the MDV region in November 2018
using the SkyTEM312 system, as a follow up to a proof-of-concept 2011 AEM survey [28,39,44].
The SkyTEM312 system is an airborne transient-electromagnetic (TEM) sensor and consists of a rigid
frame approximately 20 by 30 m in dimension on which the various system components are mounted.
The entire system is suspended and flown beneath a helicopter allowing efficient data collection over
extensive regions. It employs a dual moment transmitter with an area of 342 m2 . For the low-moment,
the transmitter coil has 2 turns, a peak current of ~6 amps (A), and a repetition frequency of 210 hertz
(Hz). For the high-moment, the transmitter coil has 12 turns, a peak current of ~110 A, and a repetition
frequency of 30 Hz. The use of a dual moment transmitter balances high-resolution in the shallow
subsurface with large depth penetration [45], where the subsurface can be imaged to depths up to
~600–700 m in certain conditions, such as when a conductive aquifer underlies resistive materials like
frozen ground or glaciers. The AEM system flown in 2018 has significant improvements over the 2011
system including larger transmit moments and a receiver with improved sensitivity. Together these
advances translate to an improved depth penetration/resolution, as well as an aerodynamic frame
capable of achieving greater flying speeds of ~80–110 km/h. The collected low and high-moment data
presented here included time gates from 26 µs to 1.39 ms and 392 µs to 10.7 ms, respectively.
TEM measurement involves energizing a transmit loop (i.e., ramping a current up to a peak
value) and then ramping down the current in the transmit loop as rapidly as possible. When ramping
the current down, a time-varying magnetic field is produced in the subsurface which induces eddy
currents that propagate downwards and outwards away from the sensor. These eddy currents in turn
generate a secondary magnetic field. The time variation of the secondary magnetic field is measured
using a receiver coil mounted on the frame flown beneath the helicopter. The decaying secondary
magnetic field produces decaying voltage signals. Further details concerning the TEM method are in
Chapter 6 of Kirsch.
The result of an AEM survey is a data volume consisting of suites of measured EM field decay
curves collected along densely sampled profiles. The raw data are used to constrain inverse models
of subsurface electrical resistivity in the surveyed area. In this work, AEM data is inverted using a
laterally constrained 30-layer inversion [46] implemented within the Aarhus Workbench software.
Resistivities produced using a smooth inversion scheme are presented here. The resulting images of
subsurface resistivity are presented as 2D depth slices, where the resistivity structure along a profile
is visualized using a colormap (where the x- and y-axes represent distance along the profile and
depth, respectively). In the presented profiles, the depth of investigation (DOI) is calculated using the
approach outlined in [47]. Data below the depth of investigation are displayed as semi-transparent,
and the resistivity profiles beneath these depths are not interpreted because it is considered unreliable.
Where the subsurface resistivity structure at any depth cannot produce a signal that exceeds the
noise level of the instrument, the data are culled and no models are inverted. In these cases the
subsurface can be considered to be very resistive down to the depth of investigation. In a high
polar desert most near-surface materials (e.g., glacier ice, frozen ground) have very high electrical
resistivity. Hence, the AEM system excels at detecting liquid water in this environment, particularly
high-salinity, low resistivity liquid brines. In cold regions, where production of authigenic clays during
chemical weathering of silicates is slow, electrical resistivity is largely a function of the presence or
absence of liquid water, which carries electrolytic ions. In our study region, the majority of liquid
water present exists as a cryoconcentrated brine either at the surface or at depth. The process of
cryoconcentration transfers water molecules from liquid phase to solid phase, while largely excluding
dissolved ions from the newly formed ice crystals and concentrating them in the remaining liquid.
Hence, cryoconcentration enhances the electrical contrast between solid and liquid phases of water.
Cryoconcentrated brines, in turn, exist as a liquid at temperatures well below 0 ◦ C and therefore can
occur closer to the surface than would be possible for a freshwater groundwater system. In terms of
electrical resistivity, subsurface brines correspond to low resistivity anomalies in the resistivity profiles.
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In contrast, subsurface regions containing no unfrozen water/brine, such as glaciers or permafrost,
appear as areas of high resistivity.
An airborne electromagnetic platform is very well-suited to subsurface mapping in Antarctica.
The surface is cold and arid, consequently a ground-based DC resistivity system would have difficulty
achieving electrical contact with the surface. An inductive electromagnetic system (such as the
SkyTEM312) does not require direct electrical contact with the ground. The absence of direct
ground contact (both in terms of electrical contact and in respect to the fact that the system is
suspended in air) is also valuable in protected areas where a ground-based survey risks disturbance
of environmentally sensitive areas. An airborne platform also allows for rapid and dense data
collection. An expansive AEM dataset, like the one collected by members of this team in November
2018, can provide insights into regional-scale hydrogeology of the MDV. To achieve similar coverage
using ground-based methods would be infeasible given constraints on time, logistics, labor, safety
considerations, and environmental accessibility.
Unlike a ground or sea-based DC survey, the AEM system cannot penetrate to great depths beneath
seawater, as the highly-conductive medium strongly attenuates the signal as it propagates through
the seawater. However, in Antarctica, the presence of sea ice limits the practicality of performing an
off-shore DC survey. Another important distinction between DC and TEM surveys is that the greatest
penetration occurs near the center of the profile for the DC survey, reducing to shallower depths near
the edges of the profiles. In contrast, the TEM survey, even at a single site, can penetrate to depths up to
600–700 m depending on subsurface resistivity structure. As a result, AEM surveys can maintain large
penetration depths all the way to the coastal margin. Note that the employed inversion of AEM data is
based on 1D-physics for the forward model, which limits the ability to describe strongly 3D resistivity
structures. One example of such a 3D-effect occurs at the coastal margins when the survey is flown
perpendicularly to the coast. In locations where strong 3D-effects are identified during data processing
stages, the data is culled and excluded from subsequent inversions (i.e., it does not influence the
displayed profiles). Typically, this requires culling data roughly 150–250 m on either side of the coast.
3. Results and Discussion
We collected approximately 3500 line kilometers of AEM data during 11 days of production. This
survey spanned inland and coastal areas; one major focus was the connection between previously
identified terrestrial brine aquifers and the ocean. We identify three representative settings where
subsurface brines are in contact with ocean water and may be exchanging through SGD:
(1)

(2)
(3)

Lower Taylor Valley, where Lake Fryxell is connected to a deeper aquifer through a talik (unfrozen
region) beneath the lake. This aquifer connects to the Ross Sea. This system is overlaid by
permafrost between Lake Fryxell and the Ross Sea. (Figure 2A)
Ferrar Glacier, where subglacial brines have an open connection directly into the Ross Sea.
(Figure 2B)
Miers Valley, where subpermafrost brines occur roughly at sea level but under a thin (and likely
growing) layer of permafrost. (Figure 2C)

The extreme cold and aridity of Antarctica slow down hydrologic cycling of water and challenge
our normal assumptions of the factors governing hydrogeologic processes. Here, most water exists as
a slowly moving solid. Pattyn [33] estimated that the average basal melting rate beneath the Antarctic
ice sheet is about 5–6 mm/year, which is an approximately two orders of magnitude less than average
precipitation rates on other continents, of which only a portion may infiltrate to become groundwater.
Because of this slow recharge rate, average residence times for groundwater in Antarctica can be
expected to be a few orders of magnitude longer than on other continents, perhaps on the scale
of millions of years in the slowest cycling portions [25]. This, in addition to the cryoconcentration
process discussed previously, would allow for extended water-rock interactions and acquisition of high
solute concentration, which changes fundamental water properties. Indeed, in our study region, the
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The extreme cold and aridity of Antarctica slow down hydrologic cycling of water and challenge
our normal assumptions of the factors governing hydrogeologic processes. Here, most water exists
as a slowly moving solid. Pattyn [33] estimated that the average basal melting rate beneath the
Antarctic ice sheet is about 5–6 mm/year, which is an approximately two orders of magnitude less
than average precipitation rates on other continents, of which only a portion may infiltrate to become
groundwater. Because of this slow recharge rate, average residence times for groundwater in
Antarctica can be expected to be a few orders of magnitude longer than on other continents, perhaps
on the scale of millions of years in the slowest cycling portions [25]. This, in addition to the
cryoconcentration process discussed previously, would allow for extended water-rock interactions
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While tidal pumping and wave processes can be enormous contributors to SGD flux exchange [53],
oceanic processes only recirculate and mix seawater with meteoric groundwater, mobilizing a modest
amount of new solutes in every cycle. Subglacial water that is solute-rich [54], such as in the observed
case for the source brine to Blood Falls [26], has undergone prolonged concentration, rock-water
interaction, and microbial modification which, as described above, has saturated the brine with ions
including reduced iron [25] and silica [26]. Movement of this solute rich brine into proglacial systems
can impact productivity and nutrient cycling by potentially providing limited nutrients such as silica
and iron. Therefore, it is important to consider Darcian flow, which transports groundwater and its
attendant solutes from areas of high hydropotential to low—typically toward the ocean. Darcian flow
moves hypersaline brines from land to sea without recirculation of seawater, and therefore can deliver
hyperconcentrated bioavailable nutrients like dissolved (reduced) iron from their long-term reservoir
to the coastal zone. Darcian Flow is described by Darcy’s Law:
Q = −K A

dh
dl

(1)

where Q is the discharge (m3 /s), K is the hydraulic conductivity (m/s), A is the cross-sectional area
across which discharge occurs (m2 ), and dh/dl is the hydraulic head gradient (unitless, change in
hydraulic head over distance, both in the units of length) [55].
Order of magnitude estimates of Darcian Flux can be derived for the settings observed in our
study region (e.g., Figure 2A–C). Hydraulic conductivity can vary by many orders of magnitude
and is particularly poorly constrained in this setting, rendering other uncertainties in gradient or
area moot. Both the Ferrar Glacier and Taylor Valley represent former Miocene age fjords filled
with marine diamictons and glacial drift [37]. We estimate the hydraulic conductivity using Hazen’s
Relationship [56,57]:
K = C (D10 )2
(2)
where C is an empirical constant (typically ~1 to report K in cm/s), and D10 is the is the diameter of
the finest 10% of grains (in mm). Using the grain size records of Dry Valley Drilling Project (DVDP)
boreholes [58], we estimate that a representative hydraulic conductivity of the brine carrying sediments
could be of order 10−8 m/s. This estimate is in line with tabulated ranges of hydraulic conductivity
in glacial tills [55,59], although it should be noted that conductivities can range over many orders
of magnitude, and can be greatly enhanced by the presence of fractures. In a bulk flow setting,
preferential flow through zones of higher conductivity may enhance the overall conductivity; similarly,
clay or ice rich zone decrease conductivity. Drilling in the MDV has resulted in underpressurized and
overpressurized wells, indicating heterogeneity in conductivities [60,61]. Without direct measurements
beyond grain size and given the high sensitivity (power 2) to that grain size, we suggest that our
estimate of hydraulic conductivity at 10−8 m/s should be considered only accurate to within an order
of magnitude (i.e., between 10−7 and 10−9 m/s).
3.1. Surface Slope Driven Darcian Flow
Most MDV aquifers are confined by permafrost over at least some of their area. An example of
this is seen in Lower Taylor Valley from Lake Fryxell to the Ross Sea (Figure 2A), where a subsurface
aquifer connects Lake Fryxell to the Ross Sea by a 20 m head drop (dh) over 6500 m (dl), or or a dh/dl
of 0.003. Assuming the average density of the water column from Lake Fryxell surface to aquifer
basement is more dense than sea water, the dh/dl will be a little greater than this. Based on the presence
of the lowest resistivities, the aquifer has a saturated thickness of 50 m and is about 2000 m wide,
resulting in a, conservatively estimated 100,000 m2 cross sectional area (A). The estimated flux (Q) is
therefore of the order of 100 m3 /year (between 10 and 1000 m3 /year when using the range for hydraulic
conductivity estimated above).
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Changes in lake level can significantly change the local hydraulic gradient. MDV lakes have
fluctuated dramatically in the Quaternary [62]. The Fryxell basin, which is currently occupied by Lake
Fryxell at close to sea level, may have been occupied by a proglacial freshwater lake (Lake Washburn)
at the end of the Last Glacial Maximum that existed up to 78 masl (contained by a saddle after the
Ross Ice Sheet retreated) [62,63]. This would have roughly quadrupled the hydraulic gradient toward
the ocean (i.e., 380 m3 /year as our best estimate or 38–3800 m3 /year using the range of hydraulic
conductivities). Conversely, a postulated late Holocene desiccation of Lake Fryxell [64] could have
dropped the elevation of the lake below sea level, increased the salinity due to evapoconcentration,
and completely reversed the gradient, driving groundwater flow inland and creating submarine
groundwater recharge.
In a subglacial confined aquifer, such as under the Ferrar Glacier (Figure 2B) the horizontal head
gradient, dh/dl, can be estimated as the drop in head over a distance. Without direct measurement,
this is difficult to know with certainty, but an upper bound is to assume the glacier is at flotation and
that the hydropotential of basal water is 90% of the ice thickness [65]. In the case of Ferrar Glacier,
over the length scale over which brine is detectable, the data show a maximum drop of 300 m over
12,000 m, or 1 in 40. The saturated zone is about 4000 m wide and 50 m thick, or about 200,000 m2 in
cross sectional area. Due to the higher gradient in hydraulic head, a glacier like Ferrar could produce
SGD of the order of 1500 m3 /year (or a range of 150–15,000 m3 /year). Ferrar Glacier is moderately steep
and marine terminating, making it the most representative setting for East Antarctica coastal margins
out of the three example settings chosen here from our study area.
Pressurized, confined aquifers can even be found in the absence of any visible slope.
Overpressurized brines have been found by boreholes throughout the MDV region on land [44,60]
and underneath the McMurdo Sound [61]. Layers of frozen permafrost, as well as low permeability
clay-rich layers, are capable of confining overpressurized aquifers and thus extending hydraulic head
some distance from the up-gradient reservoir. This could allow transport of SGD farther out to sea with
prolonged sediment-water interaction, allowing for the delivery of reduced iron to greater distance
offshore before it is oxidized by ocean water and becomes insoluble.
3.2. Volume Expansion Driven Darcian Flow Due to Permafrost Growth
In Miers Valley (Figure 2C), thick permafrost overlies brine in a small valley that opens to Koettlitz
Glacier and the ocean. The surface slope is small, but the expansion of downward-freezing permafrost
could be driving some groundwater flux to the ocean. A ~30 m higher sea level in the MDV region
during the mid-Holocene could have exposed higher valley sediments to saltwater [66], which has since
been freezing down at rates currently estimated to be mm per year [67]. The volume expansion of water
upon freezing can pressurize groundwater and expel it toward the ocean without any gravity-driven
head. Since volume expansion of water upon freezing is about 10%, freezing at rates of 1 mm/year
should ‘push’ groundwater out at rates of ca. 0.1 mm/year. For a valley that is about 10 km long and
3 km wide, this would result in a groundwater outflow of the order of 3000 m3 /year. This process has
the potential to link SGD output from ice-free regions of coastal Antarctica to climate changes, in that it
would tend to occur transiently during periods of climate cooling and associated permafrost growth.
Additionally, there is evidence that similar to Lake Fryxell basin, Miers Valley was occupied by a large
paleolake at the end of the Last Glacial Maximum [62]. This would significantly alter the hydraulic
gradient towards the ocean and the flux of SGD.
3.3. Darcian Flow as a Transmitter of Nutrients on a Continental Scale
Estimated fluxes of Darcian SGD are low in the MDV, due to low hydraulic conductivities,
low driving gradients, and slow freezing. For example, the specific discharge of SGD at Ferrar Glacier
is estimated to be about 1% of the ice discharge at the terminus. However, brines in the region
are hyper-concentrated with ions [25–27], allowing for relatively high solute transport nonetheless.
In contrast to West Antarctica, interior East Antarctica is predicted to have overall lower basal melting

remained subglacially isolated for a few million years [25]. Using our prior estimates of subsurface
brine volume in the Taylor Valley (ca. 0.3–0.6 km3 assuming 20–40% of sediment porosity [28]), this
kind of residence time would be compatible with SGD flux rates from this valley of ca. 100–200
m3/year, which is reasonably close with our independently calculated modern Darcian flux of
groundwater. Hence, we infer that the subsurface brines imaged by our AEM survey represent the
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Recently, the first observationally constrained estimate of groundwater (as a combination of
submarine and subglacial discharge) flux to the ocean from Antarctica was made in the West Antarctic
Peninsula [68]; no estimates have been made in locations representative of other glacial and climatic
regimes on the continent. Pattyn [33] modeled melting and freezing at the base of Antarctic Ice Sheet
and estimated that 65 km3 /year of liquid water is produced at the ice base, equivalent to 5.3 mm/year
melt continent-wide. In Antarctica, this basal melt is the equivalent to liquid precipitation on other,
non-ice-covered continents. On average, groundwater recharge rates on other continents represent ca.
30% of total precipitation rates [69]. In the absence of other constraints, we assume the same ratio and
obtain ca. 20 cubic kilometers per year as an approximate estimate of the overall Antarctic groundwater
recharge rate. The remaining 45 cubic kilometers per year of meltwater is assumed to run off relatively
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rapidly through systems of subglacial streams and rivers [70]. Assuming no significant change in
groundwater storage, this 20 km3 /year represents the approximate annual continent-wide groundwater
discharge rate, too. The total volume of shallow, active groundwater in Antarctica is estimated to
be of the order of 1 million km3 [70]; which at a discharge rate of 20 km3 /year requires a residence
time of approximately 50,000 year. The groundwaters detected in our study area are probably much
older than 50,000 year, given the timescales required to achieve such high salinity through rock-water
interaction and cryoconcentration. It has been hypothesized that they have remained subglacially
isolated for a few million years [25]. Using our prior estimates of subsurface brine volume in the
Taylor Valley (ca. 0.3–0.6 km3 assuming 20–40% of sediment porosity [28]), this kind of residence time
would be compatible with SGD flux rates from this valley of ca. 100–200 m3 /year, which is reasonably
close with our independently calculated modern Darcian flux of groundwater. Hence, we infer that
the subsurface brines imaged by our AEM survey represent the fraction of Antarctic groundwater
that overturns significantly more slowly than average and has residence time closer to millions of
years rather than 50,000 years. Absent any constraints, we assume for illustration purposes that these
old, concentrated, sluggish groundwaters represent 5% of the 20 km3 /year groundwater flux on the
continent. This estimate is, of course, chosen partly of convenience to estimate that 1 km3 /year of
hypersaline groundwater flows to the ocean. It can serve as reference value for future researchers of
this problem, who with further data may have reason to estimate saline groundwater flux as greater or
less than (the order of) 1 km3 /year.
Past analyses of subglacial nutrient flux [21,22] have focused on the relatively highly dynamic
subglacial hydrologic system, in which basal meltwater fluxes are high at the interface of ice with
underlying geology, but waters that have been sampled from such settings [71] are many orders
of magnitude more dilute than the subsurface brines found in the MDV. Wadham and others [21]
suggested an upper bound on iron flux by taking high concentrations from Blood Falls brine [25]
and applying them to the maximum Antarctic runoff suggested by Pattyn’s [33] basal melt model.
Instead, we propose that the conditions for high subglacial hydrologic flux are necessarily opposed
to having a high concentration of dissolved ions, and that it is more reasonable to use our estimated
slow (1 km3 /year) SGD fluxes with the high concentration brines. Wetter, higher flux systems will have
shorter water-rock interactions and are reasonably expected to be more dilute.
We present estimates of flux of Fe and Si through such hyperconcentrated SGD in Table 1, which is
modeled after Table 2 in Reference [21]. We introduce new, direct englacial samples of the Blood Falls
source brine from [26], which are believed by the authors to be more representative than the Blood
Falls outflow measurements reported by [25] and used by Wadham and others [21]. For comparison,
we include fluxes as calculated by the maximum basal melting scenario, although we feel this is
unrealistic, as discussed above. Such a scenario was presented as an upper bound by Wadham and
others [21]. We estimate that coastal East Antarctica may receive on the order of 170 Gg/year (based on
Blood Falls outflow concentrations) to 20 Gg/year (based on englacial brine concentrations) of soluble
iron through submarine groundwater discharge, with higher confidence in the lower value determined
from more accurate englacial sampling. Interestingly, these values are very similar to Wadham’s
intermediate and low flux estimates, respectively, which use similar high flux, but assumes a lower
solute concentrations more representative of deep glacial groundwater [21]. Similarly, we estimate that
Si flux is closer to Wadham and others’ [21] low flux estimate, for the same reasons. This hints at the
reciprocity between concentration and flux of subglacial fluids. We propose that these two endmember
hydrologic systems (high flux, low concentration; and low flux, high concentration) should be studied
in the future with recognition of their distinct geochemical and hydrologic characteristics and origins.
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Table 1. Estimated fluxes of Fe and Si through continent-wide SGD, after Table 2 from [21]. Sources:
Reported concentrations and calculated values from fields marked (a) are from Reference [21];
concentrations from fields marked (b) are from Reference [26] and the unmarked calculated values
are scaled after Table 2 from Reference [21]. [21] cites and slightly rounds its Fe concentrations from
Reference [25] and its Si concentrations from References [72,73].
Ion

Concentration (µM)

Fe(II) (Blood Falls outflow, filtered to
remove insoluble particulates) a

Flux of Ions (Gg/year)
At 1 km3 /year SGD

At 65 km3 /year SGD

3000

170

11,000 a

Fe (total iron, direct englacial sample,
unfiltered) b

476

30

1700

Fe(II) (direct englacial sample, filtered
to remove insoluble particulates) b

351

20

1300

Si a

600

17

1100 a

b

484

14

900

Si

4. Conclusions
AEM resistivity can rapidly detect brines in the cryosphere if they are present within 100s of
meters of the surface. The MDV provide a good test case because they contain very concentrated brine
largely unshielded by thick ice, making it easy to image areas of potential SGD. Before AEM surveys,
observations of liquid groundwater in the MDV were limited to point observations from the DVDP
borehole data [74], sporadic sampling of Blood Falls outflow [25,38] or the near-surface expression of
its subglacial reservoir [26], and shallow groundwater flows in the form of water tracks [36]. Using
AEM, Mikucki and others [28] showed widespread liquid brine in the MDV, but the 2011 survey had
sparse spatial coverage along the coast. The 2018 AEM survey fills in gaps that not only confirms
groundwater connection between terrestrial groundwater reservoirs and the ocean, but also allows
us to estimate potential SGD fluxes, which is critical for understanding nutrient fluxes to the ocean.
We estimate that approximately 1 km3 /year (~2% of total continent-wide basal melt) of hypersaline
groundwater exits Antarctica as SGD and is chemically similar to that detected in the MDV. We predict
that this slow, salty flux carries approximately 20 Gg/year of Fe and 14 Gg/year of Si to the Southern
Ocean through SGD, particularly in East Antarctica, where the MDV are examples of the widespread
net freezing at the coastal margin. This subglacial setting stands in marked contrast to the dilute,
high flux conditions expected in most of West Antarctica, but is has the potential to be similarly as
significant for nutrient transport.
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